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A revised computational model of the inner-hair cell~IHC! and auditory-nerve~AN! complex was
recently presented@Sumner et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.111, 2178–2188~2002!#. One key
improvement is that the model reproduces the rate-intensity functions of low-~LSR!, medium-
~MSR!, and high-spontaneous rate~HSR! fibers in the guinea-pig. Here we describe the adaptation
characteristics of the model, and how they vary with model fiber type. Adaptation of the revised
model for a HSR fiber is in line with an earlier version of the model@Meddis and Hewitt, J. Acoust.
Soc. Am.90, 904–917~1991!#. In guinea-pig, poststimulus time histograms~PSTH! have been
found to show less adaptation in LSR fibers. Evidence from chinchilla suggests that this is due to
chronic adaptation resulting from short interstimulus intervals, and that fully recovered LSR fibers
actually show more adaptation. However, the model is able to account for both variations of PSTH
shape when fully recovered from adaptation. Interstimulus interval can also affect recovery in the
model. The model is further tested against data previously used to evaluate models of AN
adaptation. The tests are~i! recovery from adaptation of spontaneous rate and~ii ! the recovery of
response to acoustic stimuli~‘‘forward masking’’!, ~iii ! the response to stimulus increments and~iv!
decrements, and~v! the conservation of transient components. A HSR model fiber performs
similarly to the earlier version of the model. However, there is considerable variation in response to
increments and decrements between different model fibers. ©2003 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1515777#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.66.Ba@LHC#
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I. INTRODUCTION

We have recently presented a revised version~Sumner
et al., 2002! of an earlier inner-hair cell~IHC! auditory-
nerve ~AN! model ~Meddis, 1986, 1988; Meddiset al.,
1990!. This model combines a modified bio-physical mod
of the receptor potential, a calcium-driven mechanism
neurotransmitter release, and a quantal-stochastic versio
the Meddis IHC model of transmitter recycling. The mode
able to reproduce the rate-intensity functions of low-~LSR!,
medium- ~MSR!, and high-spontaneous rate~HSR! fibers,
when used with a suitable nonlinear model of cochlear m
chanical filtering. The fiber type is largely determined by t
number of calcium channels near the synapse. A striking
ture of AN activity is the reliable reduction in firing rat
during the response to a stimulus of more than a few m
seconds. This characteristic has been a topic of detailed s
in the past~e.g., Smith, 1977; Westerman, 1985; Yateset al.,
1985!. The original IHC model~Meddis, 1986, 1988! was
conceived in large part to account for the adaptation of fir
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rate observed in the AN. Like other models proposed at
time ~e.g., Westerman and Smith, 1988!, it modeled the av-
erage characteristics of AN adaptation. Since the majority
fibers are of the HSR type, the models are representativ
these. However, differences in adaptation have been repo
for different fiber types. Here we report on the adaptat
characteristics of the new model, and how these adapta
characteristics depend on the fiber type being modeled.

In the first part of this study we attempt to reproduce t
reported differences in poststimulus time histogram~PSTH!
with fiber type. In the second part, we test six model fib
against data that have been previously used to test mode
AN adaptation, in order to facilitate comparisons. Third, w
examine the inner workings of the model.

II. THE MODEL

The IHC model is employed as part of a complete p
ripheral model. This consists of four components: bandp
filtering by the middle-ear; nonlinear mechanical filtering
the cochlea; and IHC transduction and refractory effects
the AN. These components are described fully by Sum
et al. ~2002!.

The IHC model consists of three stages. The output fr

ing
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the mechanical filtering stage drives a biophysical mode
the IHC, modified from a model proposed by Shammaet al.
~1986!. This reproduces realistic receptor potentials~RPs!.
The RP drives a simple model of the calcium ion movem
in the vicinity of the synapse. The local calcium concent
tion determines the release probability of any neurotrans
ter that is available for release. The neurotransmitter cy
around the synapse according to the scheme propose
Meddis~1986, 1988!, except that the transmitter is now co
tained in discrete packets within the hair-cell. These vesic
are released stochastically into the synaptic cleft, where t
can cause the postsynaptic AN to fire. If the AN is not in
refractory state, a single quantum of transmitter released
the cleft will produce an action potential. The rate limite
cycling of the neurotransmitter reproduces the adaptation
served in the AN.

In this study we are concerned with the calcium-bas
transmitter release function, and the movement of n
rotransmitter around the synapse. The inward calcium
rent (I Ca) in the vicinity of a hair-cell synapse is a functio
of RP (V):

I Ca~ t !5GCa
maxmI Ca

3 ~ t !„V~ t !2ECa…, ~1!

whereGCa
max is the maximum conductance with all the ca

cium channels open,mI Ca
is the proportion of open channe

~modeled as a Boltzman function of the RP!, andECa is the
reversal potential of calcium. Calcium ion concentratio
@Ca21#(t), is a low-pass function of current, and determin
the probability of release of neurotransmitter vesicles:

k~ t !5max~~@Ca21#3~ t !2@Ca21# thr
3 !z,0! , ~2!

where k(t) is the instantaneous release probability of
vesicle,@Ca21] thr is the threshold calcium concentration f
vesicle release, andz is a scalar.

Sumneret al. described how the model AN fiber re
sponse depends on the choice of two parameters in the
cium stage. The continuous lines in Fig. 1 show how ra
intensity ~RI! functions vary withGCa

max. A large value of
GCa

max ~;8 nS! will result in a fiber with HSR type character
istics, while a small value~;2–4 nS! produces a LSR fiber
The dotted lines in Fig. 1 show how the RI functions va
with @Ca21# thr. This parameter affects primarily the low
intensity responses, and thus affects the spontaneous rat
threshold of the unit. It allows for a largely independent co
trol of the spontaneous rate. Together these two parame
afford excellent control over the rate responses of the mo

FIG. 1. Effect of varying calcium transmitter release mechanism par
eters,GCa

max and @Ca21# thr, on rate-intensity functions. Arrows show the d
rection of function change for an increase in each parameter value.
894 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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Adaptation in the model is due to depletion of the ne
rotransmitter available for release. Transmitter cycles aro
three reservoirs: the immediate store (q), where transmitter
is ready for release; the synaptic cleft (c); and the reprocess
ing store (w), where transmitter is transported back in to t
cell. This movement is modeled by three differential equ
tions:

dq~ t !

dt
5N„w~ t !,x…1N„@M2q~ t !#,y…2N„q~ t !,k~ t !…,

~3!

dc~ t !

dt
5N„q~ t !,k~ t !…2 lc~ t !2rc~ t !, ~4!

dw~ t !

dt
5rc~ t !2N„w~ t !,x…; ~5!

x and r determine the rates of recycling. In addition, som
transmitter is lost in the cleft~at a ratelc) and new transmit-
ter is manufactured@at a rate proportional toy(M2q)].
Movement within the cell is a quantal stochastic proce
N(n,r) is a random process describing probabilistic tra
port of transmitter quanta. Each ofn possible events has a
equal probability,rdt, of occurring in a single simulation
epoch.

The model used here has been tuned to guinea-pig
rate responses at a best frequency~BF! of 16.7 kHz. The
complete set of parameter values is given in ‘‘HSR se
Table II, and ‘‘AN set’’ of Table III, of Sumneret al. The
values of the parameters that are varied in this study
given in Table I.

III. MODELING AN ADAPTATION CHARACTERISTICS

A. Adaptation of HSR fibers

Westerman and Smith~Westerman, 1985; Westerma
and Smith, 1984! have made extensive measurements of
aptation characteristics of gerbil AN fibers. These a
thought to be very similar to the guinea-pig~Smith, 1977;
Rhode and Smith, 1985!. Adaptation can be described as
sum of two exponential functions fitted to a PSTH with
1-ms bin-width:

R~ t !5Are
2t/tr1Aste

2t/tst1Ass, ~6!

whereAr andAst are the components of rapid and short-te
adaptation, andAss is a steady-state component, whilet r and
tst are the respective decay time constants for the adapta
Figure 2 compares model and gerbil data~Westerman, 1985!
for all five components as a function of signal level. Sin
most AN fibers are of the HSR type, we compare the d
with the HSR model of Sumneret al. ~see Sec. II above!.
The unique parameters of this fiber are given in Table
Figure 2~a! shows the two time constants of adaptation,t r

and tst , as a function of stimulus level. The short-term tim
constant is stable between 10 and 40 dB SPL for both ani
and the model while the rapid time constant falls over
same range for both. Figure 2~b! shows the components o
rapid, short-term adaptation, and steady-state firing. T
rapid component (Ar) is the largest, which has a larger dy
namic range than the steady-state response (Ass) for both the
animal and model observations. The gray regions in the

-
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n Fig. 3
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TABLE I. Model parameters and summary results.

HSRa,b L3Gb H3Eb MSRa L1a L3Cb

GCa
max ~nS! 8 8 11 4.5 2.75 3.25

@Ca21# thr (310-11), Calcium conc. 4.48 5 5 3.2 4 4.48
M 10 10 10 10 8 10
Driven- ~i! as a single exponential A
recovery ~ii ! faster for onset than steady state A A A A x x
Increments ~i! onset is additive x x x x A A

~ii ! short-term is additive A
Decrements ~i! onset is not additive A A A A x x

~ii ! short-term is additive x x A A A A
Conservation ~i! Rapid components A

~ii ! short-term components A
SR recovery Fitted by a single exponential A A

aParameter sets used in Sumneret al. ~2002!.
bParameter sets for fibers shown in Fig. 3. Except for HSR, first letter denotes SR, last denotes panel i
in which they appear.
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ure represent the spread of estimates found by Westerm
The model results sit comfortably within those region
The large steady-state response reflects the AN dat
which the rate responses of the model were tuned in Sum
et al.

FIG. 2. AN adaptation characteristics. Continuous lines indicate the ave
values found by Westerman~1985!. Connected symbols show the calculat
coefficients of the model using the ‘‘AN set’’ DRNL parameters~Table III!
and ‘‘HSR’’ synapse parameters~Table II! of Sumneret al.. The unique
parameters of this model are also given here in Table I.~a! Rapid and
short-term time constants of adaptation,t r and tst . Vertical bars show the
standard deviation of the data.~b! Coefficients for rapid (Ar), short-term
(Ast), and steady-state (Ass) components of the response. Shaded ar
show the range of values found by Westerman.
, Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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B. Variations in adaptation with fiber type

Rhode and Smith~1985! and Müller and Robertson
~1991! investigated the variation in adaptation rates with
ber type, in cat and guinea-pig respectively. They found t
HSR fibers show substantial adaptation with time while LS
fibers do not. Figures 3~a!–~d! compare the PSTH response
of two model fibers with guinea-pig data from Mu¨ller and
Robertson~1991! for both HSR and LSR fibers. The differ
ence in fiber type was modeled with only a reduction
GCa

max. The HSR model was the same as in Fig. 2, and
LSR model hadGCa

max53.25 nS. This model fiber will be
referred to as L3C hereafter@it has aLow spontaneous rate
and appears in Fig. 3~c!# and its unique parameters are liste
in Table I. The resulting models reproduce qualitatively t
observed difference in adaptation. In these simulations
synapse was fully recovered for each stimulus presentat
The lower rate of calcium influx of the LSR fiber means t
synapse is driven less hard. As a consequence, transm
depletion is not so rapid and adaptation is less marked. B
example data fibers show some adaptation at low levels.
were not able to reproduce this effect quantitatively in t
model at these low firing rates by changingGCa

max.
Relkin and Doucet~1991! have found that LSR fibers in

the chinchilla actually showed larger onsets than HSR fib
at long interstimulus intervals~.1 s!. Their data suggest tha
LSR fibers take longer to recover from adaptation than H
fibers and that the small amount of adaptation observed
LSR fibers in other studies was a result of a short~80 ms for
Müller and Robertson! interstimulus interval. In Figs. 3~e!–
~h! we consider PSTHs for fully recovered fibers, from Re
kin and Doucet~1991!. Figures 3~f! and~h! show two PSTHs
in response to 100-ms tone bursts for a HSR and LSR fi
respectively. Figure 3~e! illustrates the response of a HS
model fiber~H3E! that shows a response similar to the da
Figure 3~g! shows a LSR model~L3G!. GCa

max is 8 nS for the
L3G model and 11 nS for the H3E model.@Ca21# thr is 5
310211 in both cases. This is slightly larger than the value
4.48310211 used in the fibers HSR and L3C. The patterns
behavior seen in Fig. 3 arise from differences in the rest
value of q, the number of vesicles in the immediate sto

ge

s
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The unadapted vesicle release rate isqk @see Eq.~3!#. The
H3E model fiber has a resting value forq of approximately
6. This is smaller than the maximum value~M! because of
frequent spontaneous releases. The L3G model fiber ha
spontaneous rate, and consequentlyq5M510 in the ab-
sence of stimulation. The difference inq is larger than the
opposing difference ink. Therefore, the L3G model has th

FIG. 3. The PSTH responses for tone bursts for HSR and LSR fibers, s
ing the variation in adaptation characteristics between fiber type and le
~a! Model response for 25-ms tone bursts at 10 kHz, 66 and 85 dB S
using the ‘‘AN set’’ DRNL ~Table III! and ‘‘HSR’’ synapse~Table II! pa-
rameters of Sumneret al. ~2002!. Unique parameters are shown as ‘‘HSR
set in Table I here.~b! Guinea-pig HSR fiber with BF of 17 kHz for stimul
of ~a!. ~c! Model fiber, with parameters as in~a! exceptGCa

max53.25 nS,
showing LSR type adaptation~L3C in Table I!. Stimuli are at 12 kHz, 80
and 90 dB SPL.~d! Guinea-pig LSR fiber~from Müller and Robertson,
1991! with a BF of 20.5 kHz for the same stimuli as~c!. ~e! Model showing
HSR response to a 100-ms tone. Parameters as in~a! exceptGCa

max511 nS,
and @Ca21# thr55310211 ~H3E in Table I!. ~f! Chinchilla HSR fiber.~g!
Model showing LSR response. Parameters as in~a! exceptGCa

max58 nS, and
@Ca21# thr55310211 ~L3G in Table I!. ~h! Chinchilla LSR fiber~from Rel-
kin and Doucet, 1991!. ~e!–~h! all use BF tone pips at 40 dB above thres
old.
896 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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stronger onset response. This mechanism is similar to
speculations of Relkin and Doucet.

Relkin and Doucet~1991! found that an interspike inter
val ~ISI! of 300 ms was adequate to demonstrate comp
recovery in HSR fibers. However, LSR fibers were only 80
recovered by that time. We have simulated their experim
2 using the model fibers HSR and L1. The tone stimuli we
100 ms in duration and were presented repeatedly wit
separation of either 100 or 300 ms for 600 trials. The dep
dent variable was the onset spike rate computed using
number of spikes in the most populated 1-ms bin of
PSTH after the onset of the stimulus. The onset rate w
normalized relative to the fully recovered rate observed wh
the ISI was 2 s. The stimuli were presented at 50 and 80
SPL for fibers HSR and L1, respectively; 40 dB abo
threshold in both cases. The model results, which show
same effect as Relkin and Doucet, are shown in Fig. 4. T
HSR fiber is almost completely recovered when the ISI
300 ms but the LSR fiber is less than 90% recovered des
a higher rate of response at the 100-ms ISI.

IV. MODELING OTHER MEASURES OF AN
ADAPTATION

There are many other measures of AN adaptation p
cesses. Other studies~Hewitt and Meddis, 1991; Ross, 1996!
have modeled a range of these measures. The model of M
dis ~1986, 1988! was among the models tested there. He
we will test the revised version of the model for the sam
measures, in order to compare its performance with previ
models. No attempt has been made to vary the paramete
optimize the fit of the revised model to these responses.
stead, we have used three model fibers that have alre
been presented in this study and three from Sumneret al.
~2002!. The unique parameters of the fibers are given

w-
el.
L,

FIG. 4. Effect of interstimulus interval on normalized onset rates for t
model fibers. The solid bars show the response of the HSR model fiber
the open bars show the response of the L1 fiber. The onset-rate is norma
by the onset peak measured at an interstimulus-interval of two second
Sumner et al.: Modeling inner-hair cell adaptation
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Table I. All other parameters are the same as the ‘‘AN s
DRNL parameters~Table III! and ‘‘HSR’’ synapse param
eters~Table II! of Sumneret al.

A. Recovery of responses to stimulation

The response of AN fibers to acoustic simulation is
duced immediately following prior stimulation. This is pre
sumed to be a function of the adaptation observed du
stimulation, and is probably in part responsible for t
psycho-acoustical phenomenon of forward masking~Moore,
1997!. Forward-masking paradigms have been used to st
the recovery of AN responses~e.g., Smith, 1977; Harris an
Dallos, 1979; Westerman, 1985!. Figure 5~a! shows an ex-
ample of the response of a gerbil AN fiber from Westerm
He used a 300-ms ‘‘masker’’ followed by a 30-ms probe
various delays. He analyzed the response of the probe
1-ms windows at the onset of the probe response~onset win-
dow! and windows covering the last 20 ms of the respo
~short-term window! in order to reveal the recovery of rapi
and short-term adaptation processes. The upper data
~crosses and continuous fitted line! is the onset window re-
sponse, expressed as a decrement in firing rate relative t
corresponding portion of the masker. The lower data
~open circles and dashed fitted line! is the short-term window
decrement. Westerman found, in 11 fibers, that the onse
sponse recovered with a mean time constant of 50 ms,
the short-term window response recovered with a mean t
constant of about 170 ms. Figure 5~b! shows the average o
the responses of the model fibers HSR, MSR, H3E, and L

FIG. 5. Recovery of driven responses to sound.~a! Data from Westerman
~1985!: the decrement in firing rate of the onset~1-ms window at probe
onset; crosses are data and continuous line is the fitted recovery func!
and short-term~last 20 ms of probe; circles are data and dashed line is
fitted recovery function! portions of the response to a 43 dB SL 30-ms ton
when preceded by a 300-ms masker at the same level.~b! Averaged re-
sponses of model fibers HSR, MSR, H3E, and L3G for the paradigm
Westerman.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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The responses show a good resemblance to the data, in
ing slightly differing time constants for fast and slow reco
ery. The difference is attributable to the large onset-wind
decrements at delays of less than 5 ms that increase the
dient of the best-fit line.

B. Increments

Smith and Zwislocki~1975!, in the gerbil, found that the
increase in firing rate in response to an increment in stimu
level does not greatly depend on the time between the o
of the tone and the subsequent increment in level. This s
gested that adaptation was additive. Smithet al. ~1985!
found that this also held if increments were analyzed w
window lengths that separated rapid and short-term ada
tion. Figure 6~a! shows the results of Smithet al.The stimu-
lus used was a 60-ms BF pedestal tone, at 13 dB SL, wi
6-dB increase in level occurring at various delays up to
ms after the start of the pedestal. The diamonds joined
continuous lines indicate the response analyzed over a 1
window ~onset window! at the start of the response to th

n
e
,

f
FIG. 6. Increments in firing rate in response to increments in stimulus le
~a! Data from Smithet al. ~1985! showing the increment in firing rate with
onset ~continuous lines and filled diamonds! and short-term~continuous
lines and filled squares! window analyses, for different increment delay
The stimulus is a 60-ms BF tone, which starts at 13 dB SL and subsequ
increases in level by 6 dB. Also shown are the results of Winteret al. ~1993!
as dashed lines and open symbols~diamonds are onset window incremen
and squares are short-term window increments!. ~b! Results of applying the
paradigm of Smithet al. to the model fibers:~diamonds and continuous
line!, average onset-window increments for fibers: HSR, MSR, H3E,
L3G; ~open diamonds and dashed line!, average of onset responses for r
maining model fibers~L1 and L3C!; ~filled squares and continuos line!,
average of short-term window responses for all fibers.
897Sumner et al.: Modeling inner-hair cell adaptation
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increment. The squares joined by continuous lines show
response over a 10-ms window~short-term window! starting
at the same time as the onset window. Smith’s results
additive in the sense that the effect of an increment in stim
lus intensity is the same irrespective of the time at which
increment is introduced.

Winter et al. ~1993!, using guinea-pigs, subsequent
found that onset increments show a statistically signific
increase at delays of less than 5 ms. The effect of all o
increments were additive. These results are also show
Fig. 6~a! ~open symbols and dashed lines!. Westerman’s av-
erage data also show slight departure from additivity
onset-window increments at short delays. The ratio of
increments at a delay of 0 ms to a delay of 30 ms was 1

Figure 6~b! shows the results of simulating the incr
ment paradigm of Smithet al. for the six model fibers. The
squares joined by continuous lines show the short-term w
dow increment averaged over all six model fibers. The
sults show additivity throughout except for increased
sponses at short delays for onset windows. This agrees q
well with the average measurements of Winteret al. ~1993!.
The diamonds joined by a continuous-line show the aver
of the onset window increments for three model fibers~HSR,
H3E, L3G!. These fibers all displayed departure from ad
tivity at short delays. The ratio of the increments att50 to
t530 ms is 1.44. This trend is the same as found by Win
et al., although the departure from additivity is greater in t
model. The open diamonds joined with a dashed line sh
the average of the onset-window increment for the three
maining model fibers~MSR, L1, L3C!. They were additive
for all delays in agreement with Smith’s data. This line fa
below that of the average short-term response, because
firing rates of fibers L1 and L3C are considerably less th
the other fibers.

C. Decrements

The change in AN firing rates has also been studied
decrements in stimulus level. Decrement responses w
found to be additive for short-term window analysis, but o
set window decrements were clearly not additive. Figure 7~a!
shows an example of the response of a gerbil AN fiber
decrements~Smith et al., 1985!. The stimulus was a 60-m
BF tone, which started at a level of 13 dB SL, and dropp
by 6 dB after various intervals. The analysis windows we
of the same form as used for measuring increments.
short-term window decrement~continuous line and squares!
remains roughly constant with decrement delay. In contr
the onset-window decrement~continuous line and diamonds!
depends strongly on the decrement delay. Smith found
result to hold in nine units. The average ratio of the dec
ments at 30 to 0 ms was 0.56 for the onset-window dec
ment and 0.93 for the short-term-window decrement. Fig
7~b! shows the response of the six model fibers to the sa
paradigm. Squares indicate short-term decrements and
monds denote onset decrements. The closest result to
data is for the MSR and H3E fiber models averaged toge
~continuous lines and filled symbols!. Both onset and short
term components qualitatively resemble the data, altho
the departure from additivity for the onset response was
898 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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very marked. The model fibers HSR and L3G also gave v
similar results and have been averaged together~dashed lines
and open symbols!. They showed realistic onsets, but did n
show additivity for the short-term window analysis. The tw
LSR remaining fibers~L1, L3C! were also very similar and
are shown averaged~dotted lines and open symbols!. These
showed additivity in both short-term and onset respons
The model is clearly capable of a diverse range of respon
some agreeing well with the data. Averaging the ratios
decrements at 30 to 0 ms for the model fibers HSR, L3
MSR, and H3E yields 0.69 for the onset response and 0
for the short-term responses. L1 and L3C were excluded
make the sample more representative of Westerman’s da

D. Conservation

Westerman~1985; Westerman and Smith, 1987! charac-
terized the transient AN responses for two contiguo
300-ms tone bursts, with the first tone varying in level, a

FIG. 7. Decrements in firing rate in response to decrements in stim
level. ~a! Data from Smithet al. ~1985! showing the decrement in firing rate
of onset-window~diamonds! and short-term window~squares! analyses for
different decrement delays. The stimulus is a 60-ms BF tone, which star
13 dB SL and subsequently drops in level by 6 dB.~b! Results of applying
the paradigm of Smithet al. to the model fibers. Diamonds show onse
window decrements and squares are short-term window decrements:
tinuous lines with filled symbols are fibers MSR and H3E; dashed lines w
open symbols are fibers HSR and L3G; dotted lines with open symbols
L1 and L3C.
Sumner et al.: Modeling inner-hair cell adaptation
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the second tone fixed at a higher level. He found that as
level of the first tone increased, the amount of transient
sponse associated with it also increased. At the same tim
transient activity in the second tone decreased. The c
bined transient response associated with the two tones
mained roughly constant. He termed this property ‘‘cons
vation.’’ Figures 8~a! and ~b! show the average results o
seven gerbil fibers reported by Westerman and Smith. A
dB SL tone is preceded by a tone at four different levels~5,
10, 15, or 20 dB SL!. The transient responses are charac
ized by fitting Eq.~6! to each portion of the response sep
rately. The total amount of transient activity associated w
rapid and short-term adaptation is then described byArt r

and Asttst , respectively. Figure 8~c! shows the number o
spikes associated with the rapid component, averaged ac
the four of the model fibers HSR, MSR, H3E, and L3G. T
LSR model fibers L1 and L3C were omitted because they
not show any significant rapid component. The total ra
activity does show some increase with level. Figure 8~d!
shows the spikes associated with the short-term compon
averaged across all six model fibers. This shows excel
conservation of the total short-term adaptation, although
absolute number of spikes associated with the transient c
ponents is lower than the data.

E. Recovery of spontaneous activity

Immediately after the onset of a tone, spontaneous
tivity of AN fibers is greatly reduced for several tens of m
liseconds. The recovery of spontaneous firing can be
scribed by a single exponential function. A range of tim
constants have been described for different species from
to 100 ms, depending on stimulus level~Smith, 1977; Harris
and Dallos, 1979; Westerman, 1985!. We fitted exponential
functions to the recovery of spontaneous activity for t
model fibers HSR and H3E. The models were stimulated

FIG. 8. Conservation of AN adaptation.~a! and~b! the rapid and short-term
components averaged across seven gerbil fibers, from Westerman and
~1987!. A 300-ms background tone of varying sensation level is followed
a contiguous 300-ms increment, fixed at 43 dB SL. Squares show th
sponse of the increment period. Circles show the response during the
ground time. Diamonds show the total of both background and increm
~c! The average rapid components responses of the four model fibers
MSR, H3E, and L3G.~d! The average short-term components of all t
model fibers.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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100 ms at 40 dB SPL, as in Hewitt and Meddis~1991!. The
time constants were 25 ms for the HSR model, and 22 ms
the H3E model. Hewitt and Meddis~1991! reported 30 ms
for the original Meddis model. These values are in go
agreement with the average value of 20 ms measured
Yateset al. ~1985! for the guinea-pig, although they are o
the low end of the range of values reported across o
studies.

V. INNER WORKINGS OF THE MODEL

This section illustrates the operation of the model
two simple cases. The vibration of the basilar membra
gives rise to RP changes that lead to calcium flow into
cell. It is the accumulation of calcium that controls the r
lease of vesicles of transmitter into the synaptic cleft. Bo
the half-wave rectified RP and the calcium accumulation
subject to low-pass filtering. As a result, constant-intens
high-frequency tones produce a steady dc response. This
useful simplification when studying the response at the s
apse. We can think of the proximal stimulus at the synaps
a step function at the onset and offset of the stimulus.

Figure 9~a! shows the transmitter flow arrangemen
Calcium accumulates in the cell at a rate determined by
RP. This accumulation causes transmitter to be released
the available pool (q) into the synaptic cleft (c). In the cleft,
the transmitter has postsynaptic effects and some of it is
but most is taken back into the cell where it is stored in
reprocessing pool (w). From there it is eventually returne
to the available pool. Losses from the cleft are replaced
manufacture of new transmitter.

Figure 9~b! shows the changes in the values ofq, c, and
w when a high-frequency tone is presented only once aga
a background of silence. A high-intensity~90 dB SPL! tone
and a LSR fiber~L3G! are chosen for clearest presentatio
Following tone onset, the transmitter in the available storeq,
is reduced and pulses of transmitter can be seen in the
aptic cleft,c, as individual vesicles are released. Very soo
the transmitter in the reprocessing store,w, has increased a
the transmitter is recycled back from the cleft. Followin
tone offset,q recovers partly as the result of input from th
reprocessing store and partly from replenishment thro
manufacture of new transmitter. Toward the end of the to
there is enough transmitter in the reprocessing store to m
four replacement vesicles. However, the available pool m
recover from almost zero to ten vesicles. The balance co
from remanufacture at a much slower rate. In our exam
the final replacement vesicle does not arrive until 100
after the end of the stimulus. The rate of manufacture
given by the expression,y(M2q). As q increases during
recovery, this rate becomes smaller.

Figure 9~c! shows a different pattern of response. T
stimulating tone is now only 50 dB SPL and the fiber is HS
Release into the cleft is continuous, even during silence.
resting level ofq, the available store, is variable but typical
below the maximum,M, of 10. This is an important consid
eration because ‘‘recovery’’ is complete for HSR model
bers when this resting level is reached, not when the m
mum level is reached, as was the case for the L3G fiber.
available store does not become fully depleted at this leve

ith

re-
ck-
t.
R,
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FIG. 9. The inner workings of the
model. ~a! Schematic of the recycling
of neurotransmitter around the interna
reservoirs.~b! The contents of the pr-
esynaptic reservoirs of the L3G fibe
in response to a 100-ms tone burst
90 dB SPL. ~c! The contents of the
presynaptic reservoirs of the HSR fi
ber in response to a 100-ms tone bur
at 50 dB SPL. The reservoirs, arrange
from top to bottom, are the cleft (c),
reprocessing (w), and the immediately
available store (q). The black bar
shows the presence of the stimulatin
tone.
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stimulation. It shows only a gentle depression after the t
onset. Under these conditions, recovery of the transm
levels in the available store is mostly sourced from the
processing store. Thus differences in adaptation beha
arise from changes in the input to the adaptation mechan
alone.

VI. DISCUSSION

The basic adaptation characteristics of the revised mo
fall well within the range described by Westerman for t
gerbil. The modifications required to make the new mo
included additional low-pass filtering, quantal stochas
vesicle release, and refractory effects. These changes di
greatly affect the characteristics of adaptation HSR mo
and the parameter values for the synapse have changed
from Meddiset al. ~1990!.

Rhode and Smith~1985! and Müller and Robertson
~1991! found that LSR fibers show very little adaptation. T
data of Relkin and Doucet~1991! suggests that the lack o
adaptation observed was due to an insufficient time for
covery between stimuli, and that fully recovered LSR fibe
actually show more adaptation than HSR fibers. The mo
can reproduce the data of Mu¨ller and Robertson and Relki
900 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 2, February 2003
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and Doucet even when the simulations are fully recove
for each stimulus presentation. In addition the model c
also be affected by interstimulus interval. Although high
speculative, the flexibility of the model raises the possibil
that interstimulus intervals might not explain all the diffe
ences between observation. It is interesting to note that
three studies all used different species, and different d
sions of spontaneous-rate classes. Species differences
to exist for RI functions. Purely straight RI functions hav
been associated with LSR fibers in guinea-pig~Winter et al.,
1993!. We know of no data showing such functions in oth
species. The different LSR model fibers have quite differ
RI functions. The L3C model used to model guinea-p
PSTH has a straight, sloping shape, while the L3G fiber’s
function is steep~see Fig. 1!. More data may clarify how to
set up the model.

The differences in adaptation with fiber type in th
model extend to measures of recovery, and stimulus in
ments and decrements. Overall, the model is not addi
enough. However, average data suggests that the issue i
completely clear-cut, and the lack of additivity in the mod
is not as great as presented previously~Hewitt and Meddis,
1991!. The different model fibers show different patterns
Sumner et al.: Modeling inner-hair cell adaptation
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response, and the LSR model fibers especially differ from
responses reported previously. Unfortunately, the data m
eled cannot inform us of variation of these characteris
with fiber class, as they are of small numbers of fibers,
naturally biased towards higher spontaneous rates.

It is interesting that the model parameters determin
rate characteristics also affect the adaptation characteris
without any change to the adaptation mechanism itself. D
ferences in adaptation occur when the driving force to
synapse, or the resting supply of vesicles, varies. Change
adaptation are to be expected if the difference between fi
types is located before the adaptation mechanism. Thus
ferences in adaptation between fiber types may offer clue
the location of fiber difference.
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